
PROCEEDINGS

DISCRETE MATHEMATICS (deadline: June 27, 2006)

The proceedings of the Conference Combinatorics 2006 will appear on a
special issue of Discrete Mathematics.

As already announced, all the participants who want to submit a paper
must bring two hard copies of their paper to Ischia and deliver it directly
to Prof. Guglielmo Lunardon by Tuesday, June 27. The papers will be
carefully refereed, according to the standards of Discrete Mathematics, and
each corresponding author will be contacted for the usual referee procedure.
Only after all of the submitted papers have been refereed, the authors will
be invited to send the final version of their papers to Discrete Mathematics
for publication.

ENDM - ELECTRONIC NOTES IN DISCRETE MATHEMATICS (dead-
line: July 15, 2006)

Due to the above procedure for the special issue of Discrete Mathematics,
that volume is supposed to appear quite a long time after the Conference has
ended. For this reason, there will also be a special volume of ENDM devoted
to Combinatorics 2006 meeting, which will appear much earlier.

All the authors submitting a paper for the proceedings volume are invited
to submit via email to lunardon@unina.it by July 15 a sort of extended
abstract to appear on ENDM. Authors are asked to follow the publishing
procedure very strictly:

all files must be in pdf format, must not exceed 8 pages and must not
contain page numbers. The title page must have enough space on the top
for the journal’s logo. These papers will not be refereed and there will be no
proofreading. More info are available on
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http://www.elsevier.com/wps/find/journaldescription.cws home/681020/description.

Each paper must be supplied with a set of metadata (to be added in the
email message submitting the pdf file)

Title:
First Author Initials:
First Author Last Name:
Corr Author Title:
Corr Author Initials:
Corr Author Last Name:
Corr Author Institute:
Corr Author Address 1:
Corr Author Address 2:
Corr Author City:
Corr Author Country:
Corr Author Postcode:
Corr Author Phone:
Corr Author Fax:
Corr Author Email:
Number of Pages of PDF:

Publishers will provide consecutive page numbering for all papers, incor-
porate journal’s logo and running head (which will include page numbers)
into the pdf files and publish the papers on the web.

Publishers will contact the authors for copyright transfer. Let us observe
that signing a copyright form should not be a problem for the authors, since
(we quote from the publisher’s website) ”the publication of an abstract or
extended abstract in this journal will NOT restrict the author(s) from pub-
lishing a full-length article on the same topic and with the same title in
another journal (possibly with another publisher) provided that the origi-
nal publication is sufficiently enhanced (i.e. approximately doubled in size).
However, a simple copyright form must be signed for the (extended) abstract
in order for it to be posted on ScienceDirect”.
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